
Chapter 1

The name of the game

Signum est quod et se ipsum sensui et praeter se aliquid animo os-

tendit.

Saint Augustine of Hippo (354 � †430), De dialetia, V

System is the part of the Universe we want to study. System

A mehatroni system is a system ombining both mehanial and ele-

Mehatroni system

troni omponents.

A signal is a funtion of time or spae that onveys information about a Signal

system.

Example 1.1. A Wave Energy Converter (WEC) is a mehatroni system that

extrats the energy of sea waves, usually to produe eletriity. The power

injeted to the eletri grid is a signal that depends on time. The elevation

of the sea waves is a signal that depends on both time and spae. Figure 1.1

illustrates these signals.

In this ourse on Signals and Mehatroni Systems, we will study the fol-

lowing subjets:
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Figure 1.1: Left: eletrial energy produed by a WEC as a funtion of time.

Right: wave elevation as a funtion of time at a given point; at a di�erent

loation, the wave elevation will be di�erent.
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Chapter 2 presents very handy mathematial tools for the resolution of di�erential

equations, whih we will need repeatedly in subsequent hapters.

Chapter 3 gives examples of mehatroni systems and signals, and the basi notions

related thereto.

Chapter 4 addresses the modelling of mehanial systems.

Chapter 5 addresses the modelling of eletrial systems.

Chapter 6 addresses the modelling of �uidi systems, a partiular type of mehanial

systems.

Chapter 7 addresses the modelling of thermal systems.

Chapter 8 addresses the modelling of systems ombining several of the omponents

studied in hapters 4 to 7, as well as of systems with nonlinear models.

Chapter 9 develops the very important notion of transfer funtion of a system, al-

ready alluded to in the hapters about modelling, in partiular through

the representation of interonneted systems as bloks, in so-alled blok

diagrams.

Chapter 10 is dediated to the study of time and frequeny responses.

Chapter 11 introdues the basi onepts of measuring hains and ontrol loops.

Chapter 12 presents the tehnology of the most ommon types of sensors, and the

riteria to hoose them.

Chapter 13 presents the tehnology of the most ommon types of atuators, and the

riteria to hoose them.

Chapter 14 onludes these leture notes with an introdution to related subjets that

will be addressed in other ourses.

Along the ourse we will often use a software alled Matlab, as well asMatlab

Matlab's graphial environment for working with blok diagrams Simulink.Simulink

Matlab is not a free software. On the other hand, some of the funtionali-

ties of Matlab an be supplied by free software suh as Otave (whih youOtave as a suedaneum

of Matlab an install from https://www.gnu.org/software/otave or run online from

https://otave-online.net/). Notie that several funtionalities of Matlab

we will need are missing from Otave, whih also laks anything parallel to

Simulink.

In what follows it is presumed that you are aquainted with the most basi

features of Matlab (or Otave), whih you an learn with the �Getting started

with MATLAB� tutorials in the program's �Doumentation Center�.
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